Stretching Trademark Laws to Protect Product Design and Packaging

by Jeffery A. Handelman

“Design patents often are difficult to enforce. Utility patents undergo extensive examination and, once granted, have only a limited term. Any chance we can use trademark law to protect unique product designs and packaging?”

“Glad you asked.”

Increasingly, companies are using trademark law in an effort to protect unique aspects of product design and packaging. This article examines the governing legal principles, with particular emphasis on cases decided by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Federal Circuit) and the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB). This article addresses the legal requirements that must be satisfied to protect product design and packaging under trademark law. The article also offers specific recommendations intended to assist you and your clients in achieving trademark protection in this developing area.

Legal Framework

The legal framework used to analyze whether design features--also referred to as trade dress--are entitled to trademark protection can be summarized as follows: First, as a threshold matter, it must be determined whether the claimed trade dress is functional. If so, the trade dress cannot be registered or protected as a trademark. In general terms, a feature is “functional” and cannot serve as a trademark “if it is essential to the use or purpose of the article or if it affects the cost or quality of the article.” The functionality doctrine limits the types of product configurations and design features that can be registered and protected under trademark law.

If the claimed trade dress is found not to be functional, the party claiming rights must satisfy additional legal requirements before achieving registration or protection. The Supreme Court addressed these requirements in the key case of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Samara Bros., where the court distinguished between “product-design” trade dress and “product-packaging” trade dress. The two categories can be described as follows:

1. “Product-packaging” trade dress is composed of the overall combination and arrangement of the design elements that make up the product's packaging, including graphics, layout, color, or color combinations; and
2. “Product-design” trade dress covers a product's shape or configuration and other product design features.

As discussed below, inherent distinctiveness does not entitle product-design trade dress to protection under the trademark laws. Only after product-design trade dress is shown to have acquired secondary meaning will it be entitled to such protection. Product-packaging trade dress, on the other hand, can be protected either if it is inherently distinctive or if it has acquired secondary meaning.

The legal framework outlined above is illustrated in figure 1.
Product-Design Trade Dress
Generally speaking, product design is more difficult to protect under trademark law than product packaging. The Supreme Court in *Wal-Mart* recognized that consumers ordinarily do not perceive a product's design as identifying the source of the product; rather, product design generally renders the product itself more useful or more appealing. Product-design trade dress can be “inherently distinctive” in the sense that it is arbitrary or fanciful; however, inherent distinctiveness does not entitle product-design trade dress to protection under the U.S. Trademark Act, also known as the Lanham Act. Only after product-design trade dress is shown to have acquired secondary meaning will it be entitled to such protection.

The practical effect of this rule is that product-design trade dress is not entitled to protection immediately upon first use. Rather, legal protection will attach only after the party claiming rights has used and promoted the product-design trade dress for a period of time, such that consumers have come to associate it with a particular producer or brand; i.e., that secondary meaning has been achieved.

Product-Packaging Trade Dress
The Supreme Court in *Wal-Mart* observed that, unlike product design, the packaging or “dressing” of a product often is recognized by consumers as identifying the product’s source. Indeed, “the very purpose of attaching a particular word to a product, or encasing it in a distinctive packaging, is most often to identify the source of the product.” Product-packaging trade dress can be protected either: (1) if it is inherently distinctive, or (2) if it has acquired secondary meaning. Proof of secondary meaning is not required for product-packaging trade dress that is found to be inherently distinctive.

Distinguishing between Product-Design and Product-Packaging
Distinguishing between product-design and product-packaging trade dress can be difficult. The Supreme Court concluded that, to the extent there are close cases, “courts should err on the side of caution and classify ambiguous trade dress as product design, thereby requiring secondary meaning.” This rule, which treats “ambiguous trade dress” as product design, requires the party claiming rights to make a showing of secondary meaning in order for the trade dress to be registered and protected under trademark law.
An illustration of the problem can be found in a case in which the Federal Circuit was called upon to distinguish between product design and product packaging, a case involving a design used for clothing. Applicant Slokevage applied to register a trade dress configuration located on the rear of various clothing items. The goods in the application were identified as “pants, overalls, shorts, culottes, dresses, [and] skirts.” The mark included cut-out areas in the garment and attached flaps with a closure device (see illustration 1).

The applicant chose not to claim secondary meaning under Lanham Act § 2(f), instead arguing that the trade dress was inherently distinctive. Affirming the TTAB, the Federal Circuit concluded that the trade dress was product-design trade dress (rather than product-packaging trade dress) and therefore not eligible for inherent distinctiveness. As such, the trade dress could not be registered absent a showing of secondary meaning. Because Slokevage did not submit evidence of secondary meaning, registration was refused.

The Federal Circuit acknowledged that Wal-Mart did not set forth the factors that distinguish between product-packaging and product-design trade dress. Nevertheless, the court found Wal-Mart informative because it provided examples of trade dress that constitutes product design. Slokevage's proposed trade dress was incorporated into the garment itself and comparable to the trade dress that the Supreme Court in Wal-Mart had classified as product design, not product packaging. The court thus concluded that Slokevage's trade dress constitutes product design, not entitled to protection on the basis of inherent distinctiveness.

Slokevage urges that her trade dress is not product design because it does not alter the entire product but is more akin to a label being placed on a garment. We do not agree. The holes and flaps portion are part of the design of the clothing—the cut-out area is not merely a design placed on top of a garment, but is a design incorporated into the garment itself.

The mere fact that the proposed trade dress covered only a portion of the product did not prevent it from being product design.
Moreover, while Slokevage urges that product design trade dress must implicate the entire product, we do not find support for that proposition. Just as the product design in *Wal-Mart* consisted of certain design features featured on clothing, Slokevage's trade dress similarly consists of design features, holes and flaps, featured in clothing, revealing the similarity between the two types of design.10

**Determining Whether Product-Packaging Trade Dress Is Inherently Distinctive**

The question of whether product-packaging trade dress is inherently distinctive turns on whether consumers, when they first encounter the claimed design, would view it as a source-identifier.11 In determining whether a design is inherently distinctive, the Federal Circuit and the TTAB consider the following four factors, known as the *Seabrook* factors:

1. Whether the design is a common basic shape or design;
2. Whether the design is unique or unusual in a particular field;
3. Whether the design is a mere refinement of a commonly-adopted and well-known form of ornamentation for a particular class of goods viewed by the public as a dress or ornamentation for the goods; and
4. Whether the design is capable of creating a commercial impression distinct from the accompanying words.12

As the *Seabrook* factors make clear, the more distinct the design is from designs used by others, the more capable the design will be to serve as an indication of source. Thus, a design should not be examined in isolation, but rather in the context of other designs used for the same or similar products.

**Trade Dress Found Not to Be Inherently Distinctive**

The clear majority of cases addressing this issue find that the asserted trade dress is nothing more than a “variation” or “mere refinement” of other designs, leading to a conclusion that the trade dress does not rise to the level of being inherently distinctive.

In one illustrative case, applicant Chippendales USA, Inc., (Chippendales) sought to register the design of a costume used in providing adult entertainment services for women. The costume consisted of tuxedo wrist cuffs and a bow tie collar without a shirt, referred to as the “Cuffs & Collar” (see illustration 2).

Applying the *Seabrook* factors, the Federal Circuit affirmed the TTAB’s decision and concluded that the mark is not inherently distinctive. The court placed controlling weight on the third *Seabrook* factor, finding that the Cuffs & Collar design is a mere refinement of or variation on existing trade dress within the relevant field of use. In particular, the court observed that similarities between the Cuffs & Collar design and the previously-used Playboy bunny costume undermined Chippendales’ claim of inherent distinctiveness. “[T]he Playboy registrations constitute substantial evidence supporting the Board’s factual determination that Chippendales' Cuffs & Collar mark is not inherently distinctive under the *Seabrook* test.”13

A similar result was reached in a case in which Pacer Technology (Pacer) filed a use-based trademark application to register a cap of a container for adhesives and bonding agents. Pacer disclaimed the bottom portion of the adhesive container cap during prosecution. The top portion, which Pacer claimed as its trademark, has a pointed crown from which four equally spaced flat wings extend (see illustration 3).

In concluding that Pacer's adhesive container cap design was not inherently distinctive, the TTAB gave significant weight to 11 U.S. design patents showing drawings of various adhesive container caps. The container caps in these design patents all had a crown, and some had four or six evenly spaced wings around the crown. The TTAB found that the design patents were “probative of the fact that
consumers are not likely to find applicant's claimed feature (wings arrayed evenly around a pointed crown) to be at all unique, original or peculiar in appearance." The TTAB also found that several of the design patents belonged to Pacer's competitors.

On appeal, the Federal Circuit affirmed the TTAB's decision. The court found that the design patents showing other adhesive container cap designs were sufficient prima facie evidence to support a conclusion that Pacer's design was not unique or unusual in the relevant field and therefore not inherently distinctive. "We agree with the Board that the adhesive container caps in these design patents are 'probative' of the fact that consumers would not find Pacer's adhesive container cap design to be unique or unusual."  

**Trade Dress Found to Be Inherently Distinctive**  
The more peculiar and arbitrary a design is in relation to the underlying goods or services, the more likely the design will qualify as inherently distinctive.

An apt example of an inherently distinctive design can be found in one case in which the applicant applied to register as a trademark the configuration of a container for goods identified as "bath salts, bath powders, shower gels, body oils, bath oils, body lotions, and creams." The drawing in the trademark application is pictured in illustration 4.

The applied-for bottle design was unlike other containers on the market and had won a coveted award in an annual competition sponsored by the National Association of Container Distributors. The TTAB found that the configuration of the bottle "is not merely an uncommon design, but is unique and unusual in the field of cosmetics and not a mere refinement of existing designs." Accordingly, the Board granted registration, finding the configuration mark to be inherently distinctive.

In another case, the TTAB found that a container for liquid drain opener shaped to resemble a drain pipe was inherently distinctive. The shape of the container is pictured in illustration 5.

The TTAB noted that the configuration of the container was "extremely eye-catching," and "would serve, per se, to identify applicant's product on the shelves of the retail outlets in which it is sold."

**Determining Whether Trade Dress Has Acquired Secondary Meaning**  
Trade dress that is not inherently distinctive can nonetheless be registered and protected on the basis of secondary meaning. Trade dress acquires secondary meaning when "in the minds of the public, the primary significance of a product feature ... is to identify the source of the product rather than the product itself."

Several factors are relevant in determining whether a particular mark or design has acquired secondary meaning, including:

1. Advertising expenditures,
2. Sales success,
3. Length and exclusivity of use,
4. Unsolicited media coverage,
5. Consumer studies linking the term or design to a particular source, and
6. Intentional copying.

Market success of a design, standing alone, generally is insufficient to establish secondary meaning. A product may be popular simply because consumers like the design, even though they do not associate the design with a particular producer or brand.
Likewise, merely showing a picture of a product in an advertisement, without calling attention to the claimed design features, generally will not support a finding of secondary meaning. Consumers may simply view the advertisement as including a picture of the goods. As one court put it, “[s]econdary meaning cannot be established by advertising that merely pictures the product and does nothing to emphasize the mark or dress.” Several cases have rejected secondary meaning claims when the advertising includes a depiction of the product, but there is no evidence that consumers would view the depiction as an indication of the source of the goods.

A party seeking to show secondary meaning should show that the asserted design has been promoted as a trademark separate and apart from any word trademarks appearing on the product. For example, advertising that draws attention to the asserted design in a trademark sense (e.g., “look for the [distinctive shape or design]”) can strongly support a finding of secondary meaning. [FN23] On the other hand, the lack of “look for” or “image” advertising weighs against a finding of secondary meaning.

A party also can bolster its showing of secondary meaning by submitting direct evidence of consumer perception in the form of a consumer survey or affidavits or declarations of relevant consumers. Such evidence can be quite persuasive and is preferable to indirect evidence of consumer recognition (e.g., length of use, sales figures, and advertising expenditures), from which inferences of consumer association may be drawn.

In many secondary-meaning surveys involving design features, it is necessary to remove or cover up from view any house marks or other names, marks or designs that appear on the product stimulus. This masking technique is necessary to measure whether the specific design feature in question (as opposed to another feature) has acquired secondary meaning. The masking technique has been used successfully in a number of secondary-meaning surveys involving trade dress or design features.

Similarly, to be probative on the issue of secondary meaning, an affidavit or declaration should focus specifically on the design feature that is the subject of the trademark claim. For example, if the applied-for mark is limited to only a portion of a product configuration, the affidavit or declaration should specify that portion, rather than the overall product configuration, as serving to identify the source of the goods. In one case where the declarations failed to identify the applied-for designs with specificity, the TTAB discounted the evidence and found no secondary meaning.

If the customer declarations had specifically referred to the designs shown in the drawings in the specific applications or had described these designs with specificity, the declarations might have had some persuasive value. As it is, they do not persuade us that the particular designs sought to be registered function as trademarks.

**Recommendations**

Experience teaches that efforts to use trademark law to protect product design and packaging often prove unsuccessful. In many cases, the asserted design is found to be functional and therefore ineligible for trademark protection. Even if the functionality hurdle is overcome, trademark protection frequently is denied on the ground that the asserted design is not entitled to protection on the basis of either inherent distinctiveness or secondary meaning.

Against this background, set forth below are four specific recommendations intended to assist you and your clients in achieving trademark protection in this developing area:

1. Choose designs that are distinctive and unlike those already in use by others.
2. Omit nondistinctive, functional features in defining your trademark.
3. Avoid overlap between any utility patent claims and the design feature for which you seek trademark protection.
4. Draw attention to the design feature as a mark in advertising.

**Choose Designs that Are Distinctive and Unlike Those Already in Use by Others**

“You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.” A design that is ordinary or common in the trade by definition will not rise to the level of being inherently distinctive. In addition, the more common and ordinary the design, the more difficult it will be to prove that the design has acquired secondary meaning.28

Choose designs that are unlike those already in use and that contain distinctive, arbitrary elements. To the extent feasible, the design should incorporate arbitrary or ornamental features—features that do not enhance the product's utility but rather contribute to its unique appearance. Such designs will stand a much better chance of qualifying for protection under the trademark laws.

**Omit Nondistinctive, Functional Features in Defining Your Trademark**

A party can undermine its ability to obtain trademark protection by claiming rights in the overall design of a product, when that overall design includes nondistinctive, functional elements. The better approach is to seek trademark protection only for the particular features of the design that are ornamental and that serve a source-identifying purpose.

The Federal Circuit counseled against overly broad trademark claims in one case where Bose Corp. sought to register the configuration of a speaker enclosure for “loudspeaker systems.”29 The applied-for mark is pictured in illustration 6.

After being refused registration, Bose appealed to the Federal Circuit and argued, among other things, that the curved front edge of the design is an “arbitrary” feature and thus entitled to trademark registration. The court rejected Bose's effort to focus myopically on that single aspect of the design, noting that Bose was seeking to register the design as a whole. In affirming the refusal to register, the court stated:

Bose is seeking protection of its entire pentagonal-shaped design, not only its curved front edges, as made clear by the picture and description of the design in its application for trademark protection. If Bose were only seeking protection of its curved front edge, it would have made that clear in its application for registration.30

*Bose* does not stand alone—trademark protection frequently has been denied in cases in which the owner sought registration for the overall design of its product rather than for distinct elements or features of the design. Representative examples of these cases include those listed below:

- The configuration of a concrete bridge unit (see illustration 7), found not entitled to trademark protection.31
- The configuration of a spoke pattern in a bicycle wheel (see illustration 8), found not entitled to trademark protection.32
- The configuration of a skin allergy testing device (see illustration 9), found not entitled to trademark protection.33
- The configuration of a blood pump (see illustration 10), found not entitled to trademark protection.34
- The configuration of a fuel valve (see illustration 11), found not entitled to trademark protection.35

To increase the likelihood of obtaining trademark protection and registration, the owner should be selective in what it claims as its mark and exclude from the drawing in the trademark application nondistinctive, functional elements that clearly do not serve a trademark function. Dotted lines can be
used in the trademark drawing to depict any functional elements or portions of the design that are not claimed as part of the mark. This approach focuses the examining attorney’s attention on the distinctive aspects of the design that qualify for protection under the trademark laws.

**Avoid Overlap between Any Utility Patent Claims and the Design Feature for which You Seek Trademark Protection**

A party should clearly delineate which aspects of its product, if any, are claimed in its utility patents, and which are the subject of trademark protection. By avoiding overlap, the party can use patent law and trademark law in combination to achieve maximum protection.

In *TrafFix*, the Supreme Court addressed the effect that a utility patent can have on the assertion of trademark rights in a product’s design. The Supreme Court held that a utility patent that discloses utilitarian advantages of a claimed design is “strong evidence” that the design is functional and therefore not entitled to trademark protection. *TrafFix* also acknowledged, however, that trademark protection may be available for ornamental aspects of a feature found in a patent claim.

In a case where a manufacturer seeks to protect arbitrary, incidental or ornamental aspects of features of a product found in patent claims, such as arbitrary curves in the legs or an ornamental pattern painted on the springs, a different result might obtain. There the manufacturer could perhaps prove that those aspects do not serve a purpose within the terms of the utility patent.

The Seventh Circuit elaborated on this point, noting that “[t]he hood ornament on a Mercedes, or the four linked rings on an Audi’s grille, would exemplify ‘an ornamental, incidental, or arbitrary aspect of the device’ that could survive as a trademark even if they once had been included within a patented part of the auto.”

To enhance trademark protection, claims in a utility patent should be carefully drafted so as to exclude any design features for which trademark protection will be sought. This practice will clarify that the design feature in question is not “a useful part of the invention,” but rather merely an “arbitrary,” “incidental,” or “ornamental” aspect of the product. The owner will stand on much stronger ground asserting trademark rights in a design feature that is not claimed in its utility patents.

**Draw Attention to the Design Feature in Advertising**

Lastly, the trademark holder should use advertising that clearly and unmistakably calls attention to the claimed design as a mark. Advertising that attracts attention to the asserted design feature and encourages the consumer to associate that feature with a single producer will strongly support a trademark claim.
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